
YANG Shuangqing, Fruits, Drawing on paper, 22x28cm, 2016
(Telescope)

A dual exhibition of two highly respected artists is currently taking place in Beijing. The two artists, Yang
Shuangqing and Cheng Peng, are known each in their own right for their bold approach to their
respective styles and influences. “Poetic Licence” is the title given to this exciting exhibition, taking place
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at the Telescope gallery until November 10, 2017.

This one is Telescope's first fall season exhibition where both these artists showcase their creations.
Yang Shuangqing's works comprise of artworks on boards, canvas, paper and include numerous video
shorts as well. According to Shuangqing, his paintings are always influenced by factors like memory,
religion, technology, dreams, weather, world events, etc. Things like questions of existence and death,
desires, and fluctuating emotions motivate him to paint and his paintings are often reflective of these
issues.

On the other hand is Peng, whose exhibited works are influenced by a collection of poems, "Paris Spleen"
by Charles Baudelaire. Peng has installed his artworks from the floor to ceiling and has made his own
virtual prose. The installation has been done in a way that it resonates around the gallery and looks
appealing to the observers.

Shuangqing and Peng have had their fair share of solo exhibitions in China and have both been well-
received in the country. Shuangqing's noted exhibitions include - "Fragmentation" at Chen Ling Hui
Contemporary Art Space, Beijing; "One Man Theater" at He Xiangning Art Museum, Shenzhen; and, "A
Song of An Autumn Midnight" at  Michael Ku Gallery, Taipei.

Some of the best exhibitions of Peng’s work include - Shandong Youth Biennial at Eastern Modern Art
Gallery, Jinan; 2012 Master Exhibition of Central Academy of Fine Arts at CAFA Art Museum, Beijing;
and the First CAFA Future at CAFA Art Museum, Beijing.

The exhibition is on view through November 10, 2017 at Telescope, 10 CaoChangDi, Beijing, China.

For more details, visit: http://www.telescope-beijing.com/ (http://www.telescope-beijing.com/)

Click on the slideshow for a sneak peek at the exhibition.
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